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Thinking
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The smartest part 
of smart buildings 

=



But first...





How do we help people  
use hybrid technology?









Hybrid tachometer







#2 Car in the U.S.
Growth for Ford despite downturn
1445 miles on one tank - a record for a  
 production hybrid vehicle

“I managed, without much trouble, to get 52 mpg...

...Perhaps the most valuable bit of software is the wet-
ware, the stuff between the driver’s ears. To that end, the 
Fusion Hybrid uses a delightful, LCD instrument cluster 
with modules that coach drivers on how to save fuel.”

--Dan Neil



Meanwhile, back in the 
built environment...





DOE

GSA

Tendril

Utilities

Yello Solar Manufacturers



What will the dashboard 
look like?





No captive audience



Electricity is invisible



People are entitled



 

The real challenge:

How do we make  
meaningful connections  

between people and 
their energy?



Zoom out



The real challenge:

How do we make  
human connections  
between people and 

their energy?

The context we’re  
operating in



Social Media
facebook

twitter

web 2.0



Do It Yourself
etsy

maker faire

howto



Surplus Revolution
myFarm 

Air BnB 

Relay Rides



Consumers --> Makers 



 

Par-
ticipa-
tion







2 principles, 1 case



1) Design for behaviors  
you want to see in the 
world









 

GSA: How do we enable 
energy efficient behaviors 
in smart buildings? 
movies 
(overview) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RoqZVdCVv8 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHnLYs8d044







2) Design the context 
for new norms to emerge







Rules

ToolsNorms



 

GSA: How do we help GSA 
foster a culture of energy 
efficiency in the US gov’t? 
 
 
movie 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNj5oJFf_bE



// PEOPLE

Building 
Occupants 

Property 
Manager

Tenant 
Agency

Regional 
Executive

Central Office

What should be displayed on a 
dashboard depends on who is looking 
at it.  There are several primary 
stakeholders that will use or benefit 
from a dashboard, each with different 
values, information needs and job 
priorities.  Working with the core 
team, we identified five key positions 
and designed for each.  The goal 
was to get a full understanding of 
what is relevant to each of the key 
stakeholders.

We also formed a hypothesis (shown 
at right) on the primary relationships 
between stakeholders and guide how 
information and new practices are 
spread throughout the organization.

We spoke with several of these 
stakeholders from region 5 and 
region 9 as well as executives from 
the central office.
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WhO ArE thE 
StAKEhOLDErS?

movie









Questions



The participants who are depicted in this deliverable consented to restricted and confidential use 
of this information and imagery by IDEO for this specific project purpose only. Additionally, any 
third-party images in this deliverable (sample images, stock photography) are included for illustrative 
purposes only. No part of this information or imagery may be copied, edited, distributed, repurposed, 
commercially broadcast or used in marketing a product, service or similar.  









Shimano movie











Questions



 

Thanks



Forget about the green 
consumer



* Make green desirable 
to everyone 

Forget about the green 
consumer


